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Albany GA WMRZ-FM 98,1 Atlanta GA WHTA-FM 107,9 Augusta GA WFXA-FM 103,1 Augusta GA WAKB-FM 100,9 Baltimore WWIN -FM 95,9 Baton Rouge LA KQXL-FM 106,5 Birmingham AL WBHK-FM 98,7 Charleston SC WWWZ-FM 93,3 Charlotte SC WOSF-FM 105.Fm. 3 Chattanooga TN WMPZ-FM 93,5 Chicago IL WSRB-FM
106,3 Cincinnati OH WOSL-FM 100,3 Cleveland MS WCLD-FM 103,9 Cleveland OH WZAK-FM 93.1 Columbia SC WDEK-AM 1170 &amp; 97.9 FM Columbus GA WRLD-FM 95.3 Columbus OH WXMG-FM 95.5 Worth KZMJ-FM 94.5 Des Moines IA KJMC-FM 89.3 Detroit MI WDMK-FM 105.9 Durham/Raleigh NC WFXC-FM 107.1
Elizabeth NC WFMZ-FM 96.7 Fayetteville NC WCCG-FM 104.5 Flint MI WDZZ-FM 92.7 Forest City AR KAKJ-FM 105.3 Gainesville FL WDVH-AM 980 Grand Rapids MI WNWZ-AM &amp; 104.9 FM Greenville SC WJMZ-FM 107.3 Greenwood-Greenville MS WGNL-FM 104.3 Hertford NC WFMZ-FM 104.9 Houston TX KMJQ-FM 102.1
Huntsville AL WEUP-FM 103.1 Huntsville AL WEUZ-FM 92.1 Indianapolis IN WTLC-FM 106.7 M Jackson MS WRBJ-FM 97.7 Jackson TN WFKX-FM 95.7 Jacksonville FL WOKV-F2 99.5 Kansas City MO KPRS-F2 103.3 Lawton OK KXCA-AM/FX 1050/93.7 Little Rock AR KOKY-FM 102.1 Louisville KY WRKA-FM 103.9 Macon GA
WRBV-FM 101.7 Friars Point MS WNEV-FM 98.7 Memphis TN WMSO-AM 1240 &amp; 104.1 FM W. Helena AR KCLT-FM 104.9 Meridian MS WZKS-FM 104.1 Miami FL WHQT-FM 105.1 Montgomery AL WJWZ-FM 97.9 Houma LA KJIN-AM 1490 New Orleans LA WWWL-AM 1350 &amp; 92.9 FM Oklahoma City OK KRMP-AM 1140
&amp; 92.1 Orlando FL WCFB-FM 94.5 Petersburg/Richmond VA WKJM-FM 99,3 Portland VAGY KBMS-AM 1480 Port St. Lucie FL WFLM-FM 104,5 Raleigh NC WFXK-FM 104,3 Richmond VA WKJS-FM 105,7 Savannah GA WEAS-FM 93,1 Seattle WA KYIZ-AM 1620 Selma AL WJAM-AM 1340 &amp; 96.3 FM Shreveport LA KBTT-
FM 103,7 St Louis MO WFUN-FM 95,5 Toledo OH WIMX-FM 95,7 Tulsa OK KGTO-AM 1050 &amp; 99.1 FM Tyler TX KISX-FM 107.3 Wilmington DE WVJJ-AM 1510 &amp; 96.9 FM Elnézést kérünk , unfortunately, our website is currently not available in most European countries due to GDPR rules. Radio Facts: Here are the stations
playing the Rickey Smiley Morning Show. If you want more news rickey smiley go here ,nextFontIcon:} data-theiapostslider-onchangeslide=$(document).resize(); &gt; ← Top Black Exec is Google's parent company steps down after a string of sexual misconduct allegations by ← LAPD officials suspended for wrongly classifying people as
gang members Subscribe below to be added to the mailing list for the latest news, access to exclusive contests, and more! Morning HustleThe New Year brings new programming to Radio One/Atlanta as the company announces a new lineup on the morning of January 11, 2021. The Rickey Smiley Morning Show has just heard daily
whta-fm (Hot 107.9) is moving to W275BK (Classix 102.9). When Tom Joyner retired, the Rickey Smiley Morning Show replaced many affiliates across the country, said Operations Manager Derek Harper. the show continued to grow mature, it made sense to now move to Classix 102.9, along with niece Shaw and DL Hugley show, and
best Classix R&amp;amp;T; B is the ATL. Hot 107.9, which celebrates 25 years as a mainstream Hip Hop station, is now the home of The Morning Hustle, anchored in Headkrack, along with Lore'l, Angie Ange and Billy Sorrells. Many of our Hot listeners already know Headkrack from his years on the Rickey Smiley Morning Show, Dish
Nation, or listened to the show already all over the country, said regional vice president/GM Tim Davies, and since we're producing and broadcasting The Morning Hustle from Atlanta, it's a perfect fit. As has been rumored, Tom Joyner announced today that Rickey Smiley will host the syndicated morning show after retiring at the end of
the year. Smiley, who currently hosts a syndicated breakfast show targeted more like hip-hop stations, will relocate to many joyner affilates. Smiley will be joined by current co-host Gary Wit Da Tea and actress/reality star Eva Marcille on the new show. Smiley made his radio debut in 2004 as dallas 97.9 KBFB host. Radio One began
syndicating the show in 2008. Reach Media is also constantly distributing the Russ Parr Morning Show to urban AC affiliates, and is expected to present a new show of Hip-Hop stations anchored by current Smiley co-host Headkrack.The new Rickey Smiley Show debuts on January 2, 2020.Today on The Tom Joyner Morning Show, Tom
introduced listener favorite Rickey Smiley as the successor to the morning anchor position created by Tom over the course of 25 years. Joyner, who is retiring at the end of the year, acknowledged that Smiley has created herself as a trusted leader on-air and community current show, captivating audiences with her authentic humor, but
also on her uniquely important topics for the audience. Smiley also announced that Eva Marcille and Gary Wit Da Tea will be among the on-air actors joining her to be broadcast out of the Dallas studios beginning January 2020. More details about the show will be shared in the coming months. Joyner reflects on his accomplishments and
future, I'm glad the landscape of urban AC morning radio continues to expand with Rickey, and I'm proud of the doors of the Tom Joyner Morning Show open. Twenty-five years ago, there was no template for the syndicated Urban radio show, and we worked hard to prove that we could successfully produce and market a national platform
that entertains, informs and empowers African American listeners. We broke a little space, raising the bar for what the audience expected on Black Radio all while partying with purpose. Yes, we've done a lot of things, but there's still a lot to do. I'm sure Rickey's activism, his love of radio, community, HBCUs, you'll pick up where we left off.
Making the announcement public, Rickey Smiley shared the excitement, It's an honor to continue the legacy of my boss and sorority brother Tom Joyner. Not only have he been friends with my family and I over the years, but he's also considered a family member. Tom's mentoring has brought me valuable wisdom, which I'm taking with
me through this new morning show. David Kantor, ceo of Reach Media and Radio One, acknowledged the collaboration: Tom has changed the entire urban radio market. Over the past 25 years, he has entertained and raised generations of students. Although there is and has always been only one Tom Joyner, we are excited that Rickey
will be moving to Urban AC in January. Like Tom, Rickey's talent, community consciousness and commitment to the audience will serve the listeners as well. Reach Media's other current morning Urban AC program, the Russ Parr Morning Show, continues its syndication for 2020.Background: Rickey Smiley Morning Show Brand and
Trajectory The Rickey Smiley Morning Show has been recognized as an excellent liaison with its listeners and continues to grow with the belief that Radio community. The industry noticed in 2017 that Rickey had been awarded the NAB Radio Marconi Award as the best national/syndicated talent. Rickey uses personality, humor,
conviction and relevant information to make a high-energy morning show engaging the listening community in unexpected ways. The show honored itself with its innovative blend of fun and unfiltered views of contemporary black life and parenting, focusing on family, community and mentorship. Smiley uses his radio platform to express
his belief that we are responsible for each other, including buying a car for a young man profiled on social media and who endured more than a year on a 3-hour bus commute to the high school for his high school for it well over a year's offs. Similarly, the discovery of the co-host's history of domestic violence prompted Rickey to spotlight
the urgent issue in addition to the resources available to provide support to victims. Having attended Alabama State University and participated in numerous HBCU tours, Smiley is an avid supporter of education – especially historically Black Colleges and Universities.Rickey confirms the radio brand's 24/7 interaction online, socially with 5
million followers, with his stand-up comedy, reality-based TV shows, and publishing – all amplified by his voice! Gary Wit Da Tea, well established as everyone's favorite diva, dishes on the hottest gossip in the world with entertaining and colorful views on all topics. For more than 22 years on the radio, as well as a number of TV and
charity initiatives, he is someone whose thoughts listeners look forward to hearing. Eva Marcille, although originally known as the high fashion model television celebrity, contributes a relatable female perspective with her sharp wit and sometimes challenging position, so balance the show. She shares the lives of students with
entrepreneurial aspirations for marriage and motherhood. Background: Tom Joyner's career and influenceIn his 25 years in the industry, Tom Joyner's influence and influence never wavered. The morning Party with a Purpose revolutionized the radio when it became the first morning show with music in the syndicate. Known extensively as
The Hardest Working Man in Radio, Joyner has made his career doing the extraordinary in order to serve the audience: flying back and forth between Dallas and Chicago five days a week for seven years hosting a morning drive and afternoon in two different cities; raises money to support students attending historically Black Colleges
and Universities at the Tom Joyner Foundation; celebrating and celebrating black families and communities, the Allstate Tom Joyner Family Reunion; to provide aid to survivors of natural disasters. The Tom Joyner Morning Show can be heard as a guide to the future of communication with the African-American community, consistently
promoting relevant issues and social causes that require attention and action.
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